Voting Rights Video Infographic Educates and Inspires

New animated infographic explores the history and evolution of our nation’s voting rights

In the midst of election season, national web directory eLocal.com has created a video infographic, entitled Democracy Distilled, which traces the most important events in the history of our nation’s voting rights. The animated infographic examines the struggle for suffrage among several minority groups from the founding of our nation to the late 1970s.

“Democracy Distilled: Exploring the Evolution of Our Nation’s Voting Rights” is an ideal video for any organization looking to educate viewers on how our current voting rights were formed. It’s ideal for educational institutions, political organizations and anyone looking for an innovative way to learn about our nation’s civil rights history. Democracy Distilled was created by eLocal.com with help from members of the Brennan Center of Justice, Harvard University, History Half, The Hispanic Blog, and US History Files. Democracy Distilled can be found on YouTube and on eLocal.com.

YouTube: (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2k57ARG7Kxg)
eLocal.com : (http://www.elocallawyers.com/infographics/democracy-distilled.html)
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For more information about this topic, please contact Patrick Hutchison by calling [206.453.5761], or e-mail Patrick at patrickh@elocal.com.